FALL 2018 ON-CAMPUS GLOBAL SCHOLARLY EVENTS

September

- 6- Social Justice Solutions
- 7- LGBTQ Cougar Ally Training
- 19- Diversity 101
- 26- Inclusive Language

October

- 8- Anti Blackness and the Palestinian Struggle
- 10- Diversity 101
- 12- Rockwell Lecture Series Presents: An Evening with Soledad O’Brien
- 18- Power & Privilege Diversity Workshop
- 18- Undergraduate Research Day

November

- 1st- History of Immigrants
- 6th- LGBTQ Cougar Ally Training
- 7th- Inclusive Language Workshop
- 8th- Diversity 101
- 27th- Belonging, at the Border
- 27th- Big Sonia Documentary

This is not an exhaustive list. If you know of an on-campus global conference, seminar, symposia, or workshop not listed, please provide UH Global with the event information so we can add it to the list. We also accept off-campus global scholarly events as long as they are approved by UH Global.